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This chapter is unique and very special. When I first met with Tam Marie, I was impressed by her heart and 
her desire to heal. Instead of practicing nondominant handwriting, she preferred to write poetry. What 
resulted was an amazing story in rhyme of the healing of her “little girl.” It is worth noting that at the time 
she wrote these words, she had a red-haired little granddaughter. Her love for her granddaughter was a 
catalyst for her own healing.

Dear Friends:

These poems are offered to you as a gift from Tam Marie.

Tam Marie was a client of mine for many months. In the beginning, she hated the little girl who she 
was. The mere mention that she should treat that little girl with kindness brought fear and anger. Yet, 
we both knew there would be no healing if she didn’t forgive that little girl.

The following poems are the journey of a beautiful, brave, and gifted young woman who blessed 
me by allowing me to travel the journey with her. Years have passed, and she has built life on a new 
foundation—one of love and value because she is God’s child.

These poems have brought healing and inspiration to so many women. Some of the poems are not 
easy to read. But, like the healing process itself, if you will continue through the pain, you will discover 
great joy. It is my prayer, and that of Tam Marie, that you, too, are blessed by these words from her 
heart. She feels that, if they bring just one person healing, then Tam’s journey through childhood has 
value and worth.

God bless you as you bind up the brokenhearted, bringing TRUTH and LOVE into their lives.

Dinah Monahan
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1. In the first poem, how did Tam Marie view her “little girl”?

2. What verses in the second poem show how she buried her feelings?

3. What does the poem “Promiscuity” (number three) show about how Tam Marie viewed herself?
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4. Abuse destroys people emotionally and spiritually. In the fourth poem, what are some things that you 
see are not allowed to flourish like they would flourish in a child who is loved?

5. Why do you think she had such hatred for her name in the fifth poem?   

Why do you feel it was so important for her to change this in order to heal?

6. In the sixth poem, what indicates there is a shift toward her “little girl”?

7. In her piece “To Tam,” what is the spiritual damage of the abuse? 

What words demonstrate a shift in how she feels?

Why did she apologize to the “little girl”?

8.  In the seventh poem, what sentences tell you she has shifted the blame from Tam to the abusers?

At the end of the poem, what emotion emerges that was previously quashed?
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9. In the eighth poem, a huge shift happened. Everything Tam thought to be true was questioned in the 
light of what?

10. What happened to these previously held lies as Truth took hold?

What things were accepted?

What things did she think?

What teachings did she know?

How was she denying trust?

How was she denying love?

11. At the very end of the poem, a new emotion has come up. What is it, and why is it so important to 
healing?

12. In the last poem, ABBA, what foundational shift is evident?

13. In the last entry, what emotion is there that she never thought she would experience?


